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An entertaining exchange 
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Prof Dr Helmut Rauch

LOTTE INGRISCH, born in Vienna, Austria, in 1930, writes comedies, librettos, and non-

fi ction books that have been translated into many languages. From 1966 to 1996 she 

was married to composer Gottfried von Einem. Lotte Ingrisch was awarded the Hono-

rary Cross, First Class, for Science and Art.

PROF DR HELMUT RAUCH, born in 1939 in Lower Austria, was the head of the Institute 

for Experimental Nuclear Physics. He is regarded as one of the most important scien-

tists of his time. He has received numerous awards and was suggested for the Nobel 

Prize in physics.

IF YOU HAVE HEARD OF SCHRÖDINGER’S CAT you already know about 

the otherworldly thought experiments and paradoxes that science also 

deals with. Supernatural experiences and realisations of modern physics 

suggest that God might be throwing the dice after all – at least the quan-

tum god who makes eternity comprehensible and contradictions make 

sense. Renowned physicist Helmut Rauch and afterlife researcher Lotte 

Ingrisch discuss space and time in a philosophical and limitless, sensual 

and supernatural, scientifi c and literary manner. A captivating exchange 

that involves the theories of quantum physics in order to more deeply 

explore questions about life and death.
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WORLDLY-WISE AND UNSENTIMENTAL

PETER BACHÉR was born in Rostock in 1927. He is the great-grandson of Theodor 

Storm, was the editor-in-chief of weekly newspaper Bild am Sonntag and editor of 

Hoerzu magazine. For more than thirty years, he wrote his column »It’s Sunday Today« 

for Welt am Sonntag. Since 2014, Bild has published his weekly contributions under the 

title »Peter Bachér Refl ects«. LangenMüller has previously published his bestsellers 

Love Every Moment, Live now! and All Cards on the Table.

HE HAS ENTHRALLED READERS WITH HIS COLUMNS in newspapers Welt 

am Sonntag and Bild for more than thirty years and his books became 

bestsellers. Now, to mark his 90th birthday, Peter Bachér wants to send 

out a very special message to his readers: life is still worth living even in 

old age. It has so much to offer and we should all use the time that is gi-

ven to us consciously. But he also asks himself a question: Where can we 

fi nd the strength to keep tackling new things and staying curious?

This book is an affi rmation of old age. It gives us the courage to regard 

the rest of our fi nite time as a good friend.
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